First Then HD – Images Sources
First Then HD has five different ways to obtain images for use within visual schedules. The
following is a detailed explanation of these image sources.
Stock Images:
These are pre-loaded images within the app itself. This is also where you will find the images you have
downloaded to the app using the “Download Package” feature. The images are listed in alphabetical order,
and the built-in search feature enables easier navigation through the Stock Image library.

Image Library:
This is your device’s image library (images taken by and/or stored on your device). If an image is chosen
from this library, it can be resized and moved to accommodate the image field within the app itself.

Google:
When this option is selected, it automatically brings up an Internet image search using the title that has
been selected for the image as the default search term. This enables the potential to find a detailed and
specific image for use within a schedule. To use an image obtained in the Internet Search function, tap the
image thumbnail, which will bring up a larger version of the image. To view the image in full view, tap the
“Full View” option located above and to the right of the image itself. In full view, there should be a “Use
Image” icon in the bottom center of the screen. If there is no “Use Image” icon, the image is copyrighted
and cannot be used.

Camera:
This option allows for images to be taken immediately using the device’s built in camera. Once the image
has been captured, there is an option to move and scale/resize the image. To use the image, tap the blue
“Use” icon in the lower right corner of the screen, and the image will automatically insert into the “Add
Photo” field.

Download Package:
In order to provide a larger library of available stock images for use, First Then HD has a feature that allows
for “packages” of images to be downloaded to the stock images, which can be used as appropriate. There
are over 20 different packages, listed by category for easy navigation. Once a package has successfully
been downloaded to your device, it will be highlighted in white, allowing the user to know which photo
packages are currently within the stock photo library. To access a package, simply tap the name of the
package (a message will appear asking if you want to download the package you selected), click “OK,” and
the downloading process will begin. When finished, the images will be extracted, and the screen will revert
to the Stock Photo library. The images can then be easily accessed and searched for within the library.

